SUSTAINABLE LAPTOPS
IN EDUCATION
Giving the next generation
reliable and sustainable IT

In partnership with

Because IT shouldn’t cost the Earth

CIRCUL AR COMP UT ING™

R E M A N U FACT U R E D L A P TO PS I N E D U CAT I O N

Sustainable laptops
without compromise
Circular Computing exists to create a more ethical,
sustainable and socially responsible way to buy
enterprise grade IT.

The increasing demand for technology
places an ever greater burden on the
environment, often resulting in the
destruction of habitats and landscapes
around the world.

Having worked with hundreds of schools, colleges and universities across
the UK and Europe, we are confident that we can save you thousands
of pounds on laptop procurement. At the same time, you get real
sustainability benefits to shout about to your students, parents and
local community.

The result? Excessive resource
consumption, climate change,
pollution and e-waste.

In the enterprise market, the average laptop is rarely kept beyond the
3-year lease or warranty - and yet the technology is thin enough, light
enough and powerful enough to last far longer.
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We have spent over 5 years perfecting
the product, researching and developing
improvements alongside increasing
the technical ability and expertise of
a very talented team of highly skilled
technicians.
We remanufacture enterprise-grade,
leading brand laptops to give them a
new lease of life at a fraction of the
cost of buying new. It helps education
budgets stretch further and saves the
planet at the same time.

There is a better way.
Circular Computing™ constructed a
purpose-built factory on 150,000 square
feet of land for the sole purpose of
remanufacturing second-user IT.
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The world’s first
remanufactured laptop
BSI Kitemark™
Circular Computing has been awarded a BSI Kitemark
which certifies our Circular Remanufacturing Process
produces products ‘equal to or better than new’
as required by the BS standard BS8887-220
and BS8887-221.

We remanufacture to BS 8887 standards by our fully qualified technicians
within Circular Computing’s purpose-built state of the art production facility.
Through our unique extensive 5+ hour Circular Remanufacturing Process,
and 360-point quality check, we deliver unrivalled quality and consistency
you can rely on. Our core remanufactured laptop models combine
premium-grade quality and performance with sustainable carbon
neutral IT for an unrivaled user experience.
• Remanufacturing to BS 8887
standards ensures every laptop
produced is ‘equal to or better
than new’

• Configured to order with
Microsoft Windows 7, Microsoft
Windows 10 Professional or
without an OS installed but
with Windows COA to suit
your specific network needs

• Comprehensive 3-year next
day replacement warranty
for peace of mind

• Get more for your budget - up
to 40% cost savings compared
to brand new latest models

• A/C wireless fitted as standard
for maximum performance
connection speed
• 5+ hour remanufacturing
process and 360-point quality
check delivers consistency
you can rely on
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Making a real difference
Through our investment in clean energy projects
across the world, our laptops are carbon neutral
products. Also, we compensate for legacy carbon
emissions by funding 5 trees for every laptop sold.
We have funded over 260,000 trees worldwide.
Through reforestation projects with WeForest and One Tree Planted,
we are transforming global landscapes to help combat climate change
and preserve the planet.
It takes just 240 Circular Computing laptops to fill an area the size
of a football pitch with trees.
Our sustainability projects are about people too. The forests that you
are helping to create alleviate poverty through income diversity for the
poorest communities and restore soils, water and biodiversity.
By purchasing carbon-neutral remanufactued laptops from Circular
Computing™, you will be making a direct and positive impact on the
environment, the lives of others and help protect the Earth too.

We plant 5 trees for
every laptop we sell
Not only do you avoid the considerable footprint of new
computers but we plant 5 trees for every laptop which not
only helps to compensate for legacy emissions but helps
to reforest areas and communities that desperately need it.

For more information, please visit www.my5trees.com
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“

Good high quality, high spec and reliable
machines that look just like new. The Circular
Computing™ machines represented the best
value for my budget. Sustainability in IT is actually
something beyond just words. Real action from
Circular Computing does feel like you can
make a difference and it’s such an important
message to demonstrate within Schools.

Case study:
Chichester High School
Chichester High School’s initial challenge was to
replace over 100 existing laptops with enterprise-grade
laptops. The goal was to avoid cheap, low-performance
models and unknown brands. And to do all
of this within a very tight budget.
119 HP 9470M remanufactured Circular Computing™ laptops
were initially provided. Upon the successful rollout, a year later,
Chichester High School reordered 60 more laptops. This time
their old laptops will be reused by Circular Computing™ and will
enter a third cycle of the circular economy.
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“

JIM TURNER
Network Manager, Chichester High School

This led directly to:

215 tonnes of
waste avoided

895 trees planted
in Africa and India

57 tonnes of
CO2 eq. prevented
at manufacture

108 tonnes of
CO2 eq. sequestered
from the atmosphere
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Free 30 day trial laptop
Join thousands of organisations across the world
that are discovering the benefits of buying carbon
neutral remanufactured laptops with a risk-free,
no obligation trial.
We remanufacture to BS 8887
standards which certifies our
Circular Remanufacturing Process
produces products ‘equal to or
better than new’.

R E M A N U FACT U R E D L A P TO PS I N E D U CAT I O N

Education Procurement
Frameworks
Circular Computing products are available
from your local reseller through most education
frameworks, including CPC, KCS, CCS,
Everything IT and more.
Our availability on Education Frameworks enables schools, multiacademy trusts and local authorities to purchase technology directly to
save time and money on procurement. There is no longer a need for three
quotations to be gathered, which makes it easy for schools to purchase
our remanufactured carbon neutral laptops directly, which saves time
and help budgets go further.

•U
 p to 40% less cost
• 100% sustainable
Why not find out
for yourself?

Available in large volumes from our
state of the art remanufacturing
facility, you get complete peace
of mind with a consistent, quality
supply and a full 3-year warranty
available on every unit.

CLICK HERE TO
REGISTER TODAY!

TERMS: Our trial programme is subject to eligibility criteria. Our trial
laptops are in high demand so there may be a waiting list to join our
‘Try & Buy’ program.
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Further information
For further information about Circular Computing™ and our work with
schools and colleges, please visit our website or get in contact.

+44 (0)1452 688 683
www.indeloy.com
info@indeloy.com
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www.circularcomputing.com
enquiries@circularcomputing.com
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